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Futurist experts have estimated that by the year 2030 computers in the price range 
of inexpensive laptops will have a computational power that is equivalent to human 
intelligence . [3] The implications of this change will be dramatic and revolutionary , 
presenting significant opportunities and challenges to designers . Already machines 
can process spoken language , recognize human faces , detect our emotions , and 
target us with highly personalized media content . While technology has tremendous 
potential to empower humans , soon it will also be used to make them thoroughly 
obsolete in the workplace , whether by replacing , displacing , or surveilling them . [4] 
More than ever designers need to look beyond human intelligence and consider the 
effects of their practice on the world and on what it means to be human . The 
question of how to design a secure human future is complicated by the uncertainties 
of predicting that future . As it is practiced today , design is strategically positioned to 
improve the usefulness and quality of human interactions with technology . Like all 
human endeavors , however , the practice of design risks marginalization if it is 
unable to evolve . When envisioning the future of design , our social and 
psychological frames of reference unavoidably and unconsciously bias our 
interpretation of the world . People systematically underestimate exponential trends 
such as Moore’s law , for example , which tells us that in ten years we will have thirty 
- two times more total computing power than today . [5] Indeed , as computer 
scientist Ray Kurzweil observes , “ we won’t experience one hundred years of 
technological advances in the twenty - first century ; we will witness on the order of 
twenty thousand years of progress ( again when measured by today’s rate of 
progress ) , or about one thousand times greater than what was achieved in the 
twentieth century . ” [6] Design - oriented research provides a possible means to 
anticipate and guide rapid changes , as design , predicated as it is on envisioning 
alternatives through “ collective imagining , ” is inherently more future - oriented than 
other fields . [7] It therefore seems reasonable to ask how technology - design efforts 
might focus more effectively on enabling human - oriented systems that extend 
beyond design for humanity . In other words , is it possible to design intelligent 
systems that safely design themselves ? 
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